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The Kelvin–Helmholtz instability in a plasma with negatively charged dust
Q. Z. Luo, N. D’Angelo, and R. L. Merlinoa)
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~Received 6 June 2000; accepted 13 September 2000!

The effect of negatively charged dust on the Kelvin–Helmholtz~parallel velocity shear! instability
is investigated experimentally in a magnetized cesium plasma. The dust generally has a stabilizing
effect on the instability, although, in some cases, the addition of negatively charged dust into the
plasma results in a slight increase in the instability fluctuation amplitude. The results are in general
agreement with theoretical predictions. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Kelvin–Helmholtz~KH! parallel velocity shear in-
stability ~PVSI! is a fluid instability that may occur in a
plasma which is flowing parallel to a magnetic field with
flow velocity that varies in a direction perpendicular to t
magnetic field. This instability was first analyzed theore
cally by D’Angelo1 who showed that in a nonuniform plasm
with equal electron and ion temperatures, instability will o
cur if the quantity which characterizes the shear,]v0z /]x
.A2lci , wherev0z is the ion flow velocity along the mag
netic field,x is a coordinate transverse to the magnetic fie
l is the inversee-folding length of the density gradient, an
ci is the ion thermal speed. Thus, if]v0z /]x'Dv0z / l and
l'1/l, the instability will occur forDv0z on the order of the
ion sound velocity. The essential features of the theory w
confirmed experimentally by D’Angelo and von Goeler2 who
observed low-frequency~few kHz! electrostatic fluctuations
in a thermally ionized cesium plasma~Q machine! when the
relative drift between ions in adjacent layers was;ci .

The instability was also studied both theoretically3 and
experimentally4 in plasmas with negative ions. The negati
ions were generally found to have adestabilizingeffect on
the instability, i.e., the mode was excited at lower values
the shear parameterS[(1/vc1)(]v0z /]x), wherevc1 is the
ion gyrofrequency, when the negative ions were pres
However, it was also found that for a fixed negative i
concentration, increasing the ratio,m2 /m1 of the mass of
the negative ion relative to the positive ion, had a gener
stabilizingeffect ~see Fig. 6 of Ref. 3!.

The effect of extremely massive~effectively immobile!
and negatively charged particles~dust grains! was investi-
gated theoretically by D’Angelo and Song5 using a fluid
analysis. A summary of the results from this analysis will
presented in the following section. In this paper we pres
results of an experimental study of the effect of negativ
charged dust on the KH~PVSI! instability. The experiment
was performed in a double-ended Q machine, using an
rangement for producing sheared ion flow nearly identica
that used by D’Angelo and von Goeler2 ~the ‘‘ring1disk’’
experiment!.

a!Electronic mail: robert-merlino@uiowa.edu
311070-664X/2001/8(1)/31/5/$18.00
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Experimental studies of the effect of negatively charg
dust on ion acoustic and electrostatic ion cyclotron waves
well as observations of the very low-frequency dust acou
wave are summarized in the review paper by Merlinoet al.6

This paper is organized as follows: Section II contain
summary of the relevant theoretical results. Details of
experimental apparatus and methods are presented in
III. The results are given in Sec. IV. Section V contains
discussion of the results and the conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The analysis of the KH~PVSI! instability in a dusty
plasma by D’Angelo and Song5 follows closely the earlier
work of D’Angelo1 on the corresponding mode in a norm
plasma without dust.

In a Cartesian frame of reference, the magnetic field,B,
is in the positivez direction, and an ion density gradien
exists in thex direction. The ion density distribution of th
unperturbed state is of the typen10(x)5n̄10e2lx, with
n̄105const. The ions flow alongB with a velocity that de-
pends only on thex coordinate, the ion zero-order~unper-
turbed! velocity vector being given by v10

5@0,v10y ,v10z(x)#, with v10y5const. The plasma elec
trons are assumed to be in Boltzmann equilibrium both in
zero-order and in the first-order~perturbed! state, while the
dust grain, all of the same size, are so heavy that they do
participate in the plasma motion. Each grain charge is eq
to 2eZ. The quantitye5nd0 /n10 indicates the ratio be-
tween the dust density and the ion density in zero-ord
Since charge neutrality is preserved, the producteZ indicates
the fraction of the negative charge, in any volume, wh
resides on dust grains,eZ50 meaning that all of the nega
tive charge is in the form of free electrons andeZ51 corre-
sponding to the complete absence of free electrons.

The first order quantities are assumed to vary
ei (Kyy1Kzz2vt), with only a weakx dependence. Following
standard procedure, the dispersion relation:

z22bLz2g~g2bS!50, ~1!

is arrived at, where z5V/vc15(v2Kyv10y
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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2Kzv10z)/vc1 is the Doppler shifted wave frequency
terms of the ion gyrofrequency,vc15eB/m1 . The follow-
ing definitions apply:

A1
2 ~e!5

kT1

m1
1

kTe

m1

1

12eZ
,

r1
2 ~e!5

A1
2 ~e!

vc1
2 ,

b~e!5Kyr1~e!, g~e!5Kzr1~e!, L~e!5lr1~e!,

S5
1

vc1

]v10z

]x
,

and it is assumed thatb2!1 andg2!1. The instability con-
dition is that z be complex. The critical shear paramet
minimized with respect to theKz /Ky ratio, increases with
increasingeZ, for negatively charged grains~see Fig. 1 of
Ref. 5!, indicating a generally stabilizing effect of the neg
tive dust.

An alternative way of analyzing the instability is by ob
taining, from Eq.~1!, the instability growth rate as a functio
of eZ. For any fixedb, the growth rateG maximized with
respect to theKz /Ky ratio, is given by

G5@ 1
4b

2~S22L2!#1/2, ~2!

and for a plasma with equal ion and electron temperatu
T15Te5T

G5H 1
4~Kyb!2

22eZ

12eZ FS22~lb!2
22eZ

12eZ G J 1/2

, ~3!

where b51/vc1(kT/m1)1/2. For A5(lb)250.116, Fig.
1~a! shows the quantityR52G/Kyb as a function ofeZ, for
three different values of the shear parameter,S. An increase
of eZ has generally a stabilizing effect, i.e., it produces
decrease of the growth rate, except for the largest shear
at low eZ, when a very mild increase ofR with eZ is ob-
served. Figure 1~b! showsR as a function ofeZ, for a fixed
value of the shear parameterS50.7, and for three differen
values of the plasma uniformity parameterA5(lb)2. An
increase ofA reduces the growth rate, as expected from
stabilizing effect of the plasma density gradient.1

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODS

The experiments were performed in the Iowa doub
ended Q machine~IQ3!, shown schematically in Fig. 2. Th
device produces a magnetized, fully ionized cesium plas
by surface ionization of cesium atoms from two atomic be
ovens on two, 6 cm diameter tantalum hot~;2000–2500 K!
plates ~HP! separated longitudinally by 1 m. The expe
ments were performed under the following condition
Magnetic-field strength 0.3 T, plasma density in the ran
53109 cm23–1010cm23, and electron and ion temperature
Te'Ti'0.2 eV. The hot plates were operated under elect
rich conditions with resulting Langmuir probe floating pote
tials on the order of22 to 23 volts. Under these typica
conditions the ions are accelerated away from each plate
;2 to 3 V sheath at the plate. For a Cs1 ion, this results in
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an ion flow velocity along the magnetic fieldv i;1 – 2
3105 cm/s. In a double-ended Q machine the plasma p
duction from each plate can be balanced so as to produ
plasma with no net ion flow along the magnetic field, a
hence no shear within the plasma column.

To produce the shear in the ion flow the ‘‘ring1disk’’
setup2 was used. A metal ring with an outside diamet
somewhat larger than that of the plasma column and an in
diameter of 2 cm was located at one plasma cross sec
and a metal disk of diameter 1.8 cm was located at ano
cross section, as shown also in Fig. 2. The ring and disk w
centered on the plasma column and were separated by 50
They were both oriented with their normal parallel toB.
When the ring and disk are biased negatively~close to the
floating potential!, the ions are collected by the ring and dis
resulting in a counterstreaming flow between the inner c
ions and ions in the outer annular layer. Shear in the para
flow is then present in the annular region represented by
dashed lines in Fig. 2.

A measurement of the shear resulting from this config
ration was made in a previous experiment7 under very simi-

FIG. 1. Dependence of the theoretical normalized instability growth rateR,
on eZ. ~a! R vs eZ for A50.116, and three values of the shear parameterS.
~b! R vs eZ for S50.7 and three values of the plasma density nonuniform
parameter,A.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used to produ
magnetized plasma with radial shear in the magnetic field aligned ion fl
and the rotating drum used to disperse dust into the plasma.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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lar conditions to those used in the present experiment
Langmuir probe consisting of two electrically insulated di
collectors mounted back-to-back and biased at25 V, was
used to measure the radial distribution of the ion flux arr
ing at the probe from each hot plate. From these flux m
surements, the radial profile of the ion flow velocity,v i(r ),
was obtained~see Fig. 4 of Ref. 7!. The results clearly
showed a roughly uniform flow speed in the outer annu
plasma region and a uniform flow of comparable magnitu
but opposite direction in the inner region. From th
measurement, the radial derivative of the parallel ion flo
]v i(r )/]r , was computed, which along with the ion gyrofr
quencyvc1 , provided an estimate of the shear parame
S5(1 / vc1)(]v i(r ) / ]r )'(2 3 105 s21!21 @~1 – 4!105 s21#
'0.5– 2.0.

Dust was introduced into the plasma using the rotat
drum method.8 The central 50 cm of the plasma column w
surrounded by a metal cylinder which could be rotated ab
its longitudinal axis by a variable speed motor. The inside
the cylinder was covered by a coarse aluminum wool i
which dust was embedded. When the cylinder was rotate
‘‘rain’’ of dust grains would precipitate through the plasm
column. The fallen particles would then be re-circulat
through the plasma. Upon entering the plasma the dust gr
would very quickly acquire a negative charge, thus reduc
the free negative charge~electron! density in the plasma. The
use of aluminum wool on the inside of the rotating cylind
is a slight modification of a previous design,8 and results in
the ability to operate at somewhat higher dust densi
(.105 cm23). This was necessary, since the KH instabil
is present only at relatively high plasma densities, and t
higher dust densities are also necessary to produce ob
able effects on the instability.

The dust was kaolin~aluminum silicate! of nominal size
0.4 microns, but with a very broad size distribution rangi
from hundreds of nanometers up to tens of microns.

For the experiments described here the charged dust
ticles merely provided a negative charge background and
not participate in the dynamics of the wave motion. T
presence of dust was determined by observations of the
duction in the electron saturation current to a positively
ased Langmuir probe due to the collection of electrons by
dust grains. This method, which has been discus
previously,9 also provided a measurement of the quant
eZ, the fraction of negative charge per unit volume resid
on dust grains in the plasma.eZ could be varied by changing
the rotation rate of the cylinder. A linear relation betweeneZ
and the rotation rate was found witheZ varying from about
0.2 to about 0.7 for rotation rates between 20% and 40%
the maximum rate.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

When the ring and disk are both biased a few volts ne
tive to collect essentially the full ion saturation current,
counter-streaming exists between the inner core and ou
cylindrical shell. Under these conditions we observed
excitation of low frequency oscillations, with frequenci
mostly in the 1–4 kHz range. These oscillations were
Downloaded 12 Jun 2001 to 128.255.32.146. Redistribution subject to A
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served by monitoring the fluctuations of the floating poten
of a Langmuir probe which had a spatial resolution of 2 m
This is illustrated in Fig. 3~a!, which shows traces of both th
direct current~dc! ~top! and alternating current~ac! ~fluctu-
ating component! probe floating potential, recorded as th
probe was moved radially across the plasma column a
axial location corresponding to the midpoint between the t
hot plates. The dc floating potential is typical of a Q machine
plasma under the electron rich condition, the floating pot
tial being approximately constant at about23 volts in the
plasma column. The ac potential, recorded on a 20 tim
more sensitive voltage scale compared to the dc case, sh
fluctuations with a peak amplitude corresponding to the
dial locations of the edge of the disk, i.e., in the region wh
the shear is expected to attain its maximum value. The os
lations disappear if the bias on the ring and disk is.23 V,
i.e., if the counter-streaming of the ions is essentially elim
nated. The data of Fig. 3~a! refer to the situation in which no
dust was present.

The effect of the dust on the KH mode is illustrated
the traces shown in Figs. 3~b!, 3~d!, taken under increasing
values of the drum rotation rate. Evidently, the effect of t
dust, in this case, is to produce a decrease in the KH m
amplitude. At a rotation rate of 35%@Fig. 3~d!#, the mode is
effectively eliminated, and the fluctuation level returns to t
background level. We point out also that the traces of the
potential are practically unchanged by the presence of
dust. Except at the very edges of the plasma column the
floating potential traces are also relatively flat, indicating t
lack of any radial electric fields in the body of the plasm
and in particular, in the shear layer.

The type of measurement shown in Fig. 3 were p
formed at several values of the drum rotation rate. Fr
these measurements a plot of the KH wave amplitu
~eDV/kTe , whereDV is one-half the peak-to-peak fluctua
tion level! vs the correspondingeZ value ~from the Lang-
muir probe measurements discussed in Sec. III! was made
and is shown in Fig. 4~solid dots!. For these conditions the
dust has a damping effect on the mode. For comparison,
solid curve in Fig. 4 shows a plot of the normalized line
growth rate@the imaginary part ofz, from Eq. ~1!# corre-
sponding to the approximate experimental conditions:b
'0.2 cm,Ky'1 cm21 (m51 mode!, Kz /Ky'0.2, andl'2
cm21.

Finally, we note that in some cases in which the con
tions were such as to produce a particularly strong shear
mode amplitude was first observed to increase slightly w
increasingeZ, up to a point before decreasing, similar to t
behavior of the growth rate for highS values seen in Fig. 1

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In general agreement with the theoretical results of S
II, we have observed that negatively charged dust tend
stabilize the KH instability. This conclusion is based on
comparison of the measured KH wave amplitude and th
retical linear growth rates. Although the wave amplitude
only a reflection of the nonlinear growth rate of the instab
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Radial profiles of the floating potential of a Langmuir probe
various values of the rotation rate of the dust dispenser. For each case
the dc potential and ac component~fluctuations! of the potential are shown
The dc profiles are shown on a 1 V/div scale with 0 V at thetop, and the ac
potentials are on a 0.05 V/div scale. The radial scale corresponds to;0.8
cm per horizontal division. Rotation rates shown are~a! 0% @no dust#, ~b!
22%, ~c! 28%, and~d! 35%.
Downloaded 12 Jun 2001 to 128.255.32.146. Redistribution subject to A
ity, it is expected that the reduction in the linear growth ra
with increasingeZ would also give rise to a decrease
wave amplitude.

One issue that needs to be considered is the poss
reduction in the shear due to the interaction between the
and the dust grains. We believe that the dust does not
duce a large reduction in the shear for the following reaso
In the interaction of an ion with a dust particle the ion m
be totally absorbed by the dust or it may be scattered.
relatively large dust grains the collection of ions by the d
is the dominant effect. In this case there is an attenuatio
the ion flow but with no reduction in the shear. For smal
grains, ion collection is also important but Coulomb scatt
ing process is equally likely. In our previous study of th
effect of neutral collisions on the parallel velocity she
instability7 we found experimentally that even at the highe
values of the neutral collision frequency used there was
drastic reduction in the shear. For the present experimen
estimate that the corresponding ion–dust collision freque
is even smaller than the largest ion-neutral collision f
quency used in the previous investigation. Thus, it see
reasonable to conclude that collisions between the ions
dust grains do not reduce the shear and hence that the
served decrease in wave amplitude is consistent with the
oretical predictions.

In closing we mention that non-linear aspects~vortex
formation! of this ion velocity gradient instability in a dust
plasma have been considered by Bharuthram and Shuk10

who also discussed the relevance of this instability to as
physical and space plasmas.
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